Computer Science
(298 Coates Hall)

FALL 1
(1) C
CSC 1200 - F
Ethics in Computing
(3) C
CSC 1350
Intro CS I for Majors
(3) C
CSC 1351
Intro CS II for Majors
(3) C
CSC 3102
Adv Data Str
(3) C
CSC 3380 - S
OO Design
(3) C
CSC 2259
Discrete Mathematics
(3) C
CSC 2262 - S
Numerical Methods
(3) C
IE 3302
Statistics
(3) C
Science Seq I
see Basic Sciences Req.
(3) C
Science Seq II
see Basic Sciences Req.
(3) C
CSC 3101
Intro CS II for Majors
(3) C
CSC 3102
Adv Data Str
(3) C
CSC 3380 - S
OO Design
(3) C
CSC 2259
Discrete Mathematics
(3) C
CSC 2262 - S
Numerical Methods
(3) C
IE 3302
Statistics
(3) C
Science Seq I
see Basic Sciences Req.
(3) C
Science Seq II
see Basic Sciences Req.

SPrING 3
(1) C
Sequence I or II lab
(1) C
Sequence I or II lab
(2) C
Sequence I or II lab
Two hours of science lab is required and may be with either science sequence.

FALL 5
(3) C
CSC 3950 - F
Software Sys.
(3) C
CSC 4103
Operating Sys.
(3) C
CSC 4100 - F
Prog. Lang.
(3) C
CSC 2000+
(3) C
CSC 3000+
(3) C
CSC 4000+
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)

SPrING 7
(3) C
CSC 4000+
(3) C
CSC 4100+
(3) C
CSC 3000+
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)

FALL 7
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)
(3) C
Area Elective
(2nd Discipline)

SPrING 9
(3) C
CSC 4101
(3) C
CSC 4102
(3) C
CSC 4103
(3) C
CSC 4104
(3) C
CSC 4105
(3) C
CSC 4106
(3) C
CSC 4107
(3) C
CSC 4108

HOURS: 15
HOURS: 16
HOURS: 17
HOURS: 16
HOURS: 13
HOURS: 16
HOURS: 15
HOURS: 15

Flowchart Legend

Credit Required
Credit or registration required
(X) where X is the number of credit hours
C Grade of ‘C’ or better required
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